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Until the recent past purchasing a residential property in Ghaziabad area was considered as a not
so good idea. But with changing times this same area today is booming sector for real estate
investment. 

With the emergence of modern amenities like international schools, colleges, world-class hospitals,
top notch connectivity, etc. the NCR of Ghaziabad has developed manifolds and lured real estate
investors. One specific area of Ghaziabad region that is deemed as the priciest locale among all is
Indirapuram area.

Advantageously positioned amidst three cities of Delhi, Noida and Ghaziabad, the world-class
infrastructure of Indirapuram is believed to be its prime strength. The whole skyline of Indirapuram
has undergone extraordinary change in the past few years. An improved expansion of the retail and
commercial sector coupled with development in physical and social infrastructure has further
ushered in a superfluity of residential projects inclusive of well-planned high- rise in Indirapuram.

The prices of residential properties in Indirapuram have skyrocket in the last few years. As per
research studies, property prices in Indirapuram alone have recorded a 70 to 80 per cent high in the
previous one and a half years. Since, greener and cleaner living is the catchword in Ghaziabad area
private real estate developers are commencing numerous first-class lifestyle housing projects in
Indirapuram. Offering eco-friendly, modern infrastructure in each residential apartment is the priority
for the property developers.

The opening of the Metro Rail and the Commonwealth Games are two prime factors that have
enthused demand for property in the Ghaziabad region. Indirapuram, Vaishali, Kaushambi, and
Vasundhara have seen the highest amount of real estate expansion. Of which Indirapuram has
noticeably surfaced as the breeding ground of real estate in Ghaziabad. It is predicted by estate
agents and property builders that in few years' time Indirapuram would be choc-a-block. Also,
Indirapuram is an upcoming locality that serves as the ideal housing address for those who are in on
the look out for greener and healthy areas for dwelling. Indirapuram is an outstanding locale for
investing in apartments, land and stylish individual apartmentâ€™s large villas, etc. 

The properties in Indirapuram are reasonably within your means. Individuals from both middle and
upper middle income groups are chiefly investing in these properties. The trend of developing
environment friendly penthouses, villas and independent floors is fast catching up in Indirapuram.
Sophisticated and world-class living amenities are offered in more or less all housing projects in
Indirapuram, which comprises of, appropriate power backup, 24-hour water supply, swimming pool,
parking, parks, nursery, gymnasium, etc.

Apart from healthy and greener dwelling environment, an additional rationale that has made
Indirapuram the major location for housing is the extensive high price of property rates in Delhi. As
the capital city is becoming more and more expensive, people have steadily begun to look for areas
nearer to Delhi that might present housing prospects at lesser rates.  In the present times when
getting a serene and healthy living place is becoming extremely difficult Indirapuram looks like a
boon in disguise for real estate investment in residential property.
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